By Jon Steele, KRWA Tech Assistant

Workers at the City of Sedgwick use their new
vacuum excavator to clean out a water meter pit.
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unaccounted for water and
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inaccurate readings and
replace the meters over
received bids from several vendors. The
inaccurate recording plague many
a three-year period. The
city council decided on the Sensus
cities and rural water districts in
iPERL® meter drive-by reading option
billing equipment and
Kansas and across the U.S. Many
to replace their conventional, manuallysystems are still using meters that
one-third of the meters
read meters.
were installed four and five decades
were purchased in 2014.
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ago. Some small systems, like the
Superintendent, comments that the new
City of Sedgwick located north of
meters and technology should increase
Wichita, have invested in a new
the metering accuracy that often results from underautomated meter reading technology.
registration that can occur at low flow and should also
The City of Sedgwick made the decision to upgrade their
eliminate any errors in meter reading.
customer metering system to an automated meter reading
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A feature of the new meters is less resistance in
the flow tube since there are no moving parts in the
composite meter. Company literature explains that
the design allows continuous flow rates of up to 25
gpm in a 5/8 x 3/4 meter. The city also found the
20-year warranty attractive.
The city crew anticipates being able to record all
the meters in the city in a few hours, compared to
present time requirement of one day.
Superintendent Purk says there’ll be no more
lifting lids, pumping out flooded pits and wiping
off meter lenses.
The city opted to replace the meters over a threeyear period. The billing equipment and one-third
of the meters were purchased in 2014. Additional
purchases of meters will occur in 2015 and 2016
until all 650 of the city’s meters are replaced. Each
meter service will cost approximately $450. There
Sedgwick Superintendent Eric Purk records meter information from
was also the initial one-time purchase of
an old meter after install a new meter. The city is on a total meter
equipment and software costing $11,000.
replacement program.
Reading the meters manually required four
workers a full day. The city
anticipates that after all meters
extremely handy to clean out and
are replaced, one worker will be
replace the old meter pits and meter
There was no impact on
able to cover the entire system in
The vacuum excavator is a
water rates. No rate increase setters.
a few hours. Because the
great addition as it also allows the
was necessary. The project is city to safely find delicate utilities
transmitters for the meters are
mounted inside the meter pits, the
such as fiber optic cables, poly pipe
being funded entirely from
proximity of the reading device to
for gas or water and buried
capital funds.
the pits can be a factor. The
electrical conduit, sewer lines or any
transceiver picks up the meter
readings through a wireless
signal.
There was no impact on water rates. No
rate increase was necessary. The project is
being funded entirely from capital funds.
There’s no loan and no grant or bond issue.
According to City Administrator Jaci
Reimer the rates were increased
sufficiently several years ago when the city
began purchasing water from Public
Wholesale District No. 17; no rate increase
has been needed since. The present rates in
Sedgwick are a minimum charge of $22.85
with 1,000 gallons included and a water
use charge of $5.50 per thousand gallons
on all water used in excess of 1,000
gallons.
Although Sedgwick is a small system,
the city has been able to purchase and
maintain good equipment because of good
management practices. Another investment
that is of great benefit to the city is the new
Ditch Witch vacuum excavator that was
purchased. The unit has proven to be
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other type of underground utilities
Check resources
without damage. The unit uses highThe city developed a plan to available
pressure water sprayed directly onto the
There are numerous other
make the improvements,
soil and incorporates a powerful vacuum
types
of metering
incorporated the need into
pump to remove the muck that is created.
technologies and
The water spray does not damage any of
their rate structure and
improvements available.
the utility lines and a positive
KRWA encourages cities and
purchased
the
necessary
identification of the location and type of
rural water districts to “shop
equipment to allow city
line can be made before excavations are
Associate Members” of
made with a trencher or backhoe. The
employees to make the
KRWA first. Checking with
City of Sedgwick has found that in many
them is a good place to
installations
in
the
most
cases the vacuum excavator is all that is
begin in a search for the
efficient manner possible.
needed for meter can excavation. It is also
resources that are available.
great when working around nice lawns
KRWA Associate Members
and landscaped areas leaving no mess or
can be found online at
spoil piles such as with a backhoe. The removed soil is
www.krwa.net, and then under the “Membership” link. I
collected in the vacuum tank on the machine.
would also like to put in a word about seeing the latest in
The city’s paid $35,000 for the new vacuum excavator as
technology and services. Plan to attend the 2015 KRWA
part of the project and according to City Administrator Jaci
Conference & Exhibition, March 24 – 26 at Century II
Reimer has proven to be a very good investment that has
Convention Center in Wichita. There will be again nearly
already paid for itself saving damaged lines like the city
331 exhibit spaces filled with products and services.
experienced in the past with previous city crews damaging
fiber optic cables.
Jon Steele has been employed by KRWA as a
I think that the City of Sedgwick exemplifies the benefits
Circuit Rider since 1995. Jon is certified as a
of good administration, management and maintenance
water and wastewater operator. He has more than
twenty-five years experience in public works,
practices. The city staff developed a plan to make the
construction and industrial arts.
improvements; the city council approved the plan and
incorporated it into their rate structure. The city purchased
the necessary equipment to allow city employees to make
the installations in the most efficient manner possible.
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